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Body: Movement inhibition is important, notably for the voluntary control of respiration, as its dysfunction
may preclude the execution of important social tasks such as speech. Here we investigate whether the
double command involved in respiration (cortical and medullary) has an impact on the inhibitory
mechanisms. Specifically, we studied the inhibition properties (baseline, rate, threshold) of voluntary
respiratory movements in relation with the phase of the breathing cycle in which the command signal is
given. Subjects were instructed to produce inspiratory movement in response to a visual target. For ∼50% of
the trials, a stop signal was presented (a second visual target) in response to which subjects had to inhibit
the inspiratory movement. Respiratory movements were measured through abdominal expansion using a
magnetometer. Respiratory reaction time (RT) and stop-signal accuracy were used to calculate stop signal
reaction time (SSRT), an estimate of the time required to inhibit the respiratory movement. The results
indicate that respiratory RTs depended on the context in which the stop signal was presented, being shorter
during inspiration (541±21ms; mean±SD) than expiration (568±29ms). The estimated respiratory SSRT was
299±48ms and 253±27ms for inspiration and expiration, respectively. These preliminary results suggest that
the time required to inhibit respiratory movements (∼270ms) tends to be longer than the times to inhibit
ocular movements (visual signal ∼150 ms; auditory signal ∼200 ms). This might either indicate the
implication of distinct inhibition centers for these two types of movements or distinct inhibitory processes for
oculomotor ballistic or respiratory controlled movement.
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